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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a meromorphic function. We say that f is finitely factorizable, 
if f has a factorization representation 
f=fl~.f2~ ... of, (or denoted by f = {f,};), (1.1) 
where f,, ,.., f,, are non-linear, prime, meromorphic functions (such that 
(1.1) is well defined). And f is called infinitely factorizable, if f has no finite 
factorization representation as (1 .l ). In the latter case, if f can be expressed 
f=f13(P1, f=fio.f2O%> ...> f=f10f23 . . ..fkO(Pk...., (1.2) 
where fi , . . . . fk are non-linear, prime meromorphic functions, and (pi, . . . . 
(Pi, . . . . are non-prime meromorphic functions, then f is called right-infinitely 
factorizable (similarly define left-infinitely factorizability). We say that (1.2) 
is a factorization representation off, which is denoted by f = { f,} ;" 0 ( cpk). 
As defined in [2], two factorization representations {f,}: and {g,>; (or 
( fk} ;” 0 ((Pi) and { gk} ;” o (tik)) of a function f are said to be equivalent, if 
there is a sequence of linear transformations {A,) (N = n or N = co), such 
that 
l-1 =g104> f2=~~1%4,..., fk+1=w%+14++lr 
k=O, l,..., N- 1, i,, = ident. 
Urabe and Yang [S] pointed out that e’ is infinitely factorizable, so, as 
they conjectured, might be cos z. We shall in this note confirm 
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Urabe-Yang’s assertion with some extensions. The main results are the 
following 
THEOREM 1. Let H(z) be a non-constant prime entire function of finite 
order. Then F(z) = eHCi) ts right-infinitely factorizable, and any factorization 
representation of F are of the form 
F(z) = {z”k) 7 c (eH(‘)l”), (1.3) 
where n, , . . . nk are any (positive or negative) prime numbers, and 
n = nln2... ~2~. 
Furthermore, if H(z) = mz + P(e’) (in the sense of equivalency) with P 
being a non-constant polynomial and m a non-zero integer (m may be 
assumed to be a prime number), then F has also the following representation 
f orm 
t;(z) = 2”’ 0 (zeP(‘)Im) o ~“1 3. . o z”k o e’/“, . . . . (1.4) 
where n, , . . . . nk and n are the same as in (1.3). 
THEOREM 2. Let P(z) be a non-constant polynomial. Then F(z) = 
cos,rr,. -‘f”l P z IS rtght tn nute y factorizable, and any factorization representa- 
tions of F are of the form 
f’(z)= {T,,(z)}~~ (co, $q, (1.5) 
where T,,‘s are the Tchebycheff polynomials of degree nk with n, , nz, . . . being 
any positive prime numbers, and n = n I n, . . . nk. 
Furthermore, if P(z) =P(z)~ with a polynomial p(z), then F has also the 
following representation form 
F(z)=f(z+z ‘)oz”lo . . . oznkoeiJ’(“/“,..., (1.6) 
where n, , . . . . n, are any (positive or negative) prime numbers, and 
n = n,nz . . . nk. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let F = f 0 g, where f is transcendental meromorphic and g is entire. Then 
f has at most one finite pole or one finite zero, which may be assumed to 
be 0. That is 
,f(z) = zmeh(‘) and g(z) = em(‘), (2.1) 
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where h and CI ( #con&.) are entire functions, m # 0 is an integer, or 
f(z) = eh(‘). (2.2) 
If (2.1) holds, then 
eHcz) = (f’e”(‘)) o e’(‘) = exp(ma(z) + h(e”(‘))). 
Hence, up to a constant, we may write 
H(z) = ma(z) + h(e ‘(‘)) = [mz + h(e’)] 0 a(z). 
Since H is prime and of finite order, a must be linear and h = P a polyno- 
mial. Therefore, we have (in the sense of equivalency) 
H(z) = mz + P(e’), F(z) = zm 0 (zeP(‘)lm) 0 ei, (2.3) 
where, by a result in [6], zeP(‘)lm is prime. 
If P is a constant (may be assumed to be 0), i.e., H(z) = mz, then by the 
same reasoning, we have 
F(z) = emz = zm 0 e’ = f” 0 ~“1 o&‘l = . . . . 
and obtain the representation form (1.3). 
Now from (2.3) we obtain (1.4). 
If H is not of the form H(z) = mz+ P(e’), then (2.2) holds with a 
non-constant entire function h. Hence, from 
we obtain H(z) = h( g(z)) + C. Since H is prime, h or g must be linear, and 
we do not obtain any new factors other than eZ and H(z). The proof is thus 
completed. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In proving Theorem 2, we need several emmas. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Noda [3]). Let F be a transcendental entire function of 
finite order and R an arbitrarily fixed positive number. Assume that the 
simultaneous equations 
i 
F(z) = C 
F(z) = 0 
have only finitely many common roots for any constant C satisfying (C( > R. 
Then F is pseudo-prime. 
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LEMMA 3.2 (Fuchs and Song [ 11). Let f and g be a non-constant entire 
functions, and P, and P, are polynomials of relatively prime degrees m, n 
respectively. Then the identity 
P,“f(Z) = pn og(z) (Vz E C) 
implies the existence of an entire function s(z) and of polynomials U (of 
degree n) and V (of degree m) such that 
f(z) = US(Z))> g(z) = VW)). 
LEMMA 3.3 (Ritt [S]). Let P,, V, be polynomials of degree m, U,, be 
a polynomial of degree n, and T,, be the nth Tchebycheff polynomial, such 
that P,, V,, U,, and T,, satisfy 
P,,,o U,,= T,o V,,, (n, m) = 1. 
Then P,, - T,, P, 0 U, - T,,, T,, 0 V,,, - T,,,, ; here “ - ” means “to be 
equivalent.” 
We now prove Theorem 2. 
From Lemma 3.1, one can readily check that cos m is pseudo-prime. 
We discuss three cases separately. 
(a) cosJp(z)=f(Q(z)), h f' w ere 1s an entire function, and Q a non- 
linear polynomial. Since +l are two completely ramified values of 
cos @@ (h ere a completely ramified value w of F means that F(z) - w 
has at most finitely many simple zeros and infinitely many multiple zeros), 
it is easy to verify that _+l are also completely ramified values off: Thus, 
by a result in [4, pp. 159-1601, f is of the form 
f(z) = cos &. 
Since f must be of finite order, cp is a polynomial, and we have 
cos J&j = cos Jm. 
Therefore, this kind of factorization can only produce at most finitely many 
factors which are all polynomials. 
(b) cos JP(z) = M( g(z)), where A4 is a polynomial of degree m 3 2 
and g entire. Choose a prime number n #m, we have 
cosJp1z>= T,,ocos@)=Mog(z). 
n 
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By Lemma 3.2, there exist an entire function s(z) and polynomials U (of 
degree n) and V (of degree m) such that 
g(z) = W(z)), 
Jm cos - = V(s(z)), 
n 
which implies 
MaU=T/V (n, m) = 1. 
Consequently, from Lemma 3.3, we deduce M- T, and 
T~Nos’~(~) -=cosm- T,og(z). 
m 
Hence, this kind of factorization can produce the representations of the 
form (1.5). 
(c) cos m = R( g(z)), where R is a rational function (not a poly- 
nomial) and g is meromorphic. Then R has at most two distinct poles. 
Suppose R(z)= (z-z~)~‘~(z-z~)~~~ R,(z) with a polynomial RI of 
degree <n + n, and positive integers n, n,. Then 
g(z) -zo = &(;) 
g(z)-z, 
with an entire function L(z). Put 
g*(z) = g(z) - zo g(z)-z, 
=/log(z) 
and R*(z) = Rol-l(z). Then Rag = R* og*. Hence, we may assume that g 
is entire. Since g has at most one finite Picard exceptional value, R must 
have just one finite pole, which may be assumed to be 0. Thus we may 
write 
R(z) = z-“R,(z) (n is a positive integer, R, a polynomial) 
and 
g(z) = eLCz), L(z) is a polynomial. 
It is known that g, which has a Picard exceptional value 0, cannot have 
any completely ramified values, while R(g(z)) =cos Jp(,) has two 
completely ramified values +l of multiple 2. Therefore, we have 
R(z) = 1 + PI(z)2/z” and R(z) = -1 + P*(z)~/z~, (3.1) 
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where P,, P2 are polynomials. One can readily derive 
and 
R(z) = gz* + z-y, 
cos m= +(enL(‘)+ eCnL(‘)) = cos(niL(z)). (3.2) 
Obviously, the equality (3.2) can hold only if m is a polynomial. And 
in this case we obtain 
Then using Theorem 1, we eventually obtain the representation form (1.6). 
And the theorem follows. 
4. LEFT-UNIQUELY FACTORIZABILITY OF cos $33 
In [7], we gave the notion “left-uniquely factorizable” for a transcenden- 
tal composite meromorphic function F. That is, F is called left-uniquely 
factorizable, if there exists a non-trivial factorization F=f,o g, with a 
meromorphic function Jo and a prime entire function g, such that every 
non-trivial factorization of the form F= fo g implies that either 
f 0 g -fO 0 g, or f is a left factor of fO. 
From Theorem 2, we may derive the following. 
COROLLARY. Let P(z) he a non-constant polynomial which is prime 
(in the sense qf composition). Then F(z) = cos J’po is left-uniquely 
factorizable, so is G(z) = cos P(z). 
Proof Let fO(z) = cos ,/& go(z) = P(z). Let F=fo g. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2, we discuss three cases. 
In case (a), we will have q(z) -2, since P(z) is prime. Thus f 0 g wfOo g,. 
In case (b), we will deduce f m T,; 
f&T) = cos &. c 
while T,, is obviously a left factor of 
ase ( c) cannot occur to F, since P is prime. 
*For the function G =foogo with ,fO(z) = cos z and go(z) = P(z). Let 
G = f 0 g. We will proceed with the same discussion in cases (a) and (b) as 
for F. In case (c), we will obtain f(z)= $(z”+z “), which is obviously a 
left factor of fO(z) = cos z. The proof is completed. 
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